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Abstract Laparoscopic surgery requires a unique set of
technical skills. There is emphasis on increasing patient
safety, and therefore, a growing need to improve laparo-
scopic training. The aim of this study is to determine if the
use of a ‘take-home’ box trainer would improve gynaeco-
logical surgeon performance. Thirteen obstetricians and
gynaecologists (consultants and registrars) were enrolled to
receive 6 months formal laparoscopic training using a ‘take-
home’ box trainer. Laparoscopic skills were objectively
assessed using a virtual reality haptic-enhanced simulator
prior to commencement and at the completion of the course
utilising three defined exercises (locating and coordinating,
tissue manipulation and object positioning) where task du-
ration, path length, economy of movement, hand dominance
and overall score were assessed. Data is presented as mean±
SEM and differences between groups evaluated with
ANOVA. All 13 gynaecologists completed the programme.
For tissue manipulation, laparoscopic training using the box
trainer reduced the task duration (214.8±16.5 s vs. 147.7±
12.6 s, P00.04) and increased economy of movement (22±
7.1% vs. 78.9±2.3%, P<0.001) and overall score (11.7±
3.1% vs. 33.7±1.8%, P<0.001). For object positioning,
laparoscopic training with the box trainer reduced task du-
ration (280.1±40.3 s vs. 106.6±5.1 s, P<0.001) and path
length (825.3±48.3 cm vs. 463.4±16.8 cm, P<0.001) and

increased overall score (4.15±1.7% vs. 15.2±2%, P<
0.001). The box trainer did not significantly affect laparo-
scopic locating and coordinating or change hand domi-
nance. Formal training and continuous practice using the
box trainer model improves surgical skills required for lap-
aroscopic surgery. The box trainer could be a more accessi-
ble and preferred tool for those training to become
laparoscopic surgeons.
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Background

An increasing number of surgical procedures are being
performed via a laparoscopic approach, which requires a
unique set of technical skills. Laparoscopy can be problem-
atic for surgical training as the learning curve is steep and
significant experience is required before competency is
achieved [1–4]. Reasons include altered depth perception
by a two-dimensional video imaging system, new cues must
be learned before spatial relationships can be reliably estab-
lished, long instruments diminish tactile feedback, range of
motion is limited by trocars, fulcrum effect of the body wall
and video eye–hand coordination must be developed to
correctly position instruments in the operative field.

The different methods of laparoscopic surgical training
include traditional mentorship training in the operating the-
atre, live animal training, human and animal cadaver train-
ing, training using a box trainer and virtual reality training
(training using computer simulation) [5].

Traditional training is not without costs and risk to the
patient. The operating time has been shown to increase sig-
nificantly for junior surgeons compared to senior surgeons
[6–9]. Cadavers provide training outside the operating
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theatre, but have cost implications, are of limited availabil-
ity, and have noncompliant tissue that may be difficult to use
[10]. Live animal models are useful but problem includes
difference in anatomy from humans, cost, structural facili-
ties, ethical issues and European legislation [11, 12]. Virtual
reality training shortens the time to skill acquisition in differ-
ent surgical procedures and offers an ethical way of assessing
the competency of a surgeon in performing a procedure with-
out a risk to the patient [5, 13–17]. However, significant cost
implications are a deterrent for many institutions.

‘Take home’ box trainers are alternative tools used for
laparoscopic training. They are economical and can be eas-
ily acquired not only by institutions but also by trainees in
laparoscopic surgery. This allows the trainee to not only
practise while in hospital or on a course but also at home.
The aim of the current study was to evaluate the use of a ‘take
home’ box trainer as a learning tool in laparoscopic surgical
skills for gynaecological surgeons.

Methods

Thirteen gynaecologists (10 registrars and 3 consultants) were
enrolled at the National Clinical Skills Centre (NCSC) for a 6-
month laparoscopic training course using a ‘take home’ box
trainer. A maximum of 16 places are available for each course
at the NCSC as it allows a one to one training and monitoring.
Our participants were neither laparoscopic novices nor experts
and would on average perform about one to two laparoscopic
procedures per week at their respective place of work.

The box trainer, evolved from a need to provide a novel
take home system. Initially the ‘box’ consisted of storage
boxes and cheaply available webcams. This system has been
refined into the LaProTrain® (Fig. 1) laparoscopic simulator
(Endosim Ltd, Belfast, Northern Ireland). The box trainer is
light, non cumbersome and portable which encourages a
long-term use even after completion of the course.

At the beginning of the course, each delegate’s laparoscop-
ic skills were assessed using a virtual reality ProMIS® en-
hanced laparoscopic simulator (Haptica Ltd, Dublin, Ireland).

The assessment involved three precise, computer-controlled
exercises (locating and coordinating, tissue manipulation and
object positioning). Task duration, path length, economy of
movement, change in hand dominance and the overall score
were recorded.

In locating and coordinating exercise, the user must touch
and/or track a series of fixed and dynamic objects in a
virtual environment, while trying to avoid colliding with
tissue. Audio cues and on-screen directions provide guid-
ance. Tissue manipulation involved the user to stretch sim-
ulated tissue from one marked point to another, learning to
judge tissue strength and appropriate force. Lastly, the object
positioning exercise involved the user to pick up a number of
objects, transfer them from one hand to another and place
them in a specified target area.

The participants then attended the NCSC course once a
month for 6-month period where new techniques and exer-
cises were taught using their own individual box trainer. After
each of the six training sessions, the delegates took their box
trainer home where they were encouraged to practise the
exercises for at least 1 h each day and also apply the newly
learnt technique during laparoscopy. At the start of each
course, prior to learning new techniques, the exercises taught
previously were reviewed to identify weakness points in each
participant and therefore allow targeting practice at home.

Examples of exercises (Fig. 2) on the box trainer included:

& Basic tasks such as

– touching different points on a piece of paper using
graspers with the camera fixed and again with the
camera tracking the grasper,

– passing beans from one grasper to another and placing
beans on designated spot and

– assembling and disassembling puzzles.

& Complex drills such as

– using grasper and scissors to cut a circle marked on a
surgical glove;

– performing a simulated ovarian cystectomy—this in-
volved removing a liquid washing tablet placed inside
a partially glue stuck deflated balloon without bursting
the tablet;

– suturing exercises which included

extracoporal suturing,
endoloop placement,
intra-corporeal knot suturing.

– Specimen retrieval exercises involve using an endo-bag
to retrieve different objects (e.g. liquid washing tablet)
from the box trainer.

At the end of the sixth month, the participants were
reassessed using the same three exercises on the ProMIS®Fig. 1 The LaProTrain® box trainer
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enhanced laparoscopic simulator. The task duration, path
length, economy of movement, change in hand dominance
and overall score were again recorded and the data com-
pared to that at the start of the course. Data is presented as
mean±SEM and differences between groups evaluated with
ANOVA using SPSS V.12 (Chicago, IL, USA).

Findings

All 13 gynaecologists completed the programme and 100%
data was available on all participants. Results are presented
under the subcategories of locating and coordinating, tissue
manipulation and object positioning.

Locating and coordinating

In this subcategory, there was no significant difference be-
tween the assessment before and after training in all the mea-
sured parameters:

& task time (410.9±29.7 s vs. 398.5±30.6 s, P00.772)
(Fig. 3a),

& path length (925.7±86.5 cm vs. 963.2±71.9 cm, P00.742)
(Fig. 3b),

& percentage change in hand dominance (8.4±1.6% vs.
6.8±2.1%, P00.633) (Fig. 3c),

& overall score (9.9±2.3 vs. 6.3±3.2, P00.492)
(Fig. 3d).

Fig. 2 a Cutting exercise.
b Ovarian cystectomy
simulation. c–d Suturing
exercises

Fig. 3 Change in locating
and coordinating skills following
box trainer use. CHP change in
hand preference. No significant
difference between groups,
ANOVA
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Tissue manipulation

In this subcategory, significant improvement was noted in
terms of:

& total task time (214.8±16.5 s vs. 147.7±12.6 s, P00.04)
(Fig. 4a),

& economy of movement (22±7.1% vs. 78.9±2.3%, P<
0.001) (Fig. 4c) and

& overall score (11.7±3.1% vs. 33.7±1.8%, P<0.001)
(Fig. 4e).

There was however no difference between the assessment
before and after training in terms of path length (892.8±

68.3 cm vs. 652.9±40.5 cm, P00.079) (Fig. 4b) or percent-
age change in hand dominance (10.1±2.1% vs. 15.8±3.3%,
P00.169) (Fig. 4d).

Object positioning

In this subcategory, there was a significant improvement
between the assessment before and after training in terms of:

& task time (280.1±40.3 s vs. 106.6±5.1 s, P00.028)
(Fig. 5a),

& path length (825.3±48.3 cm vs. 463.4±16.8 cm, P<
0.001) (Fig. 5b) and

Fig. 4 Change in tissue
manipulation skills following
box trainer use. CHP change
in hand preference, EOM
economy of movement.
*P<0.05, #P<0.001, ANOVA

Fig. 5 Change in object
positioning skills following
box trainer use. CHP change
in hand preference, EOM
economy of movement.
*P<0.05, #P<0.001,
ANOVA
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& overall score (4.2±1.7% vs. 15.2±2.0%, P<0.001)
(Fig. 5d).

There was however no difference between the assessment
before and after training in terms of percentage change in
hand dominance (6.8±1.1% vs. 10.2±1.7%, P00.127)
(Fig. 5c).

Discussion

Globally, increasing number of gynaecological surgeries is
being performed laparoscopically. Because of the European
Working Time Directive, there is decreasing time to train
surgeons. It is now more important than ever to improve the
surgical skills in the least time with maximum efficiency [18].

Virtual reality has been proven to improve surgical skills
[14, 16, 19]. However, virtual reality training is expensive
and is not readily available to most trainees. In that respect,
training using a ‘take home’ box trainer becomes more
attractive. Our study has clearly supported the fact that skills
acquired using a ‘take home’ box trainer would improve
laparoscopic skills as measured by performance on a virtual
reality laparoscopic simulator.

In this study, significant improvement was demonstrated in
tissue manipulation and object positioning exercises. This was
expressed by a reduction in total task time and an increase in
overall score for both exercises as well as an improvement in
economy of movement in tissue manipulation exercise and a
decrease in path length in object positioning.

In the tissue manipulation exercise, there was no change
in path length. This may be explained by the fact that, in this
exercise, simulated tissue is stretched from one fixed point
to another as directed by the computer. Hence, the overall
path length would remain the same. However, a better
measurement of skill in this exercise was economy of move-
ment, which analysed how effective the tissues were moved
from one point to another with the least tissue manipulation
and instrument handling.

In the object positioning exercise, besides reduction in
task time and overall score, there was also a reduction in
path length. A reduction in path length may suggest that
there was a more fluent and successful first time transfer of
objects between one hand and the other and less accidental
drop of the objects. This is further supported by the fact that
task time was also reduced. These demonstrate an overall
improvement on laparoscopic dexterity.

In regards to locating and coordinating exercise, there was
no statistically significant difference in task time, path length,
hand dominance or overall score. This can be explained by the
fact that the participants were not laparoscopic ‘novices’ and
because this exercise is basic, such that the performance at the
start of the course was good with small room for improvement

in this particular group. As regards to percentage change in
hand dominance, the lack of improvement in all three exer-
cises may indicate that a 6-month training period may not be
sufficient enough time to cause significant change in the non-
dominant hand. It may also show a need to develop exercises
on the box trainer to increase dexterity in the non-dominant
hand.

Studies have reported that an improvement on perfor-
mance on a virtual reality laparoscopic simulator as indicat-
ed by improved score on different exercises translates into
improved operative performance [20, 21]. Our study has
shown that practice on a ‘take home’ box trainer also im-
proved performance on the laparoscopic simulator and
should logically be reflected in improved laparoscopic skill
in vivo. Moreover, assessing performance on the virtual
laparoscopic simulator at regular intervals after practising
on a box trainer may be a more reliable way of assessing
improvement in surgical skills as improved score on the
simulator after repeating the exercises on the simulator itself
may be due to increased familiarity with the exercises rather
than improved surgical skills.

Those two hypotheses can be explored by having a group
of registrars train on the virtual reality simulator and another
on the box trainer. Their progress can then be assessed during
laparoscopic surgery by independent viewers (consultants and
nurses) blinded as to which group they belong. This will
directly measure if training on box trainers improves laparo-
scopic skill in vivo and whether the degree of improvement on
the virtual simulator is comparable to the improvement noted
during laparoscopic surgery.

In retrospect, our study was limited by the fact that we did
not have a control group. However, we did not identify any
other factors such as increase in number of laparoscopic pro-
cedures performed per week by each participant, during the 6-
month period that would have contributed to an improved
score on the virtual reality machine other than the course itself
and training on the box trainer.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we have shown that a ‘take home’ box trainer
improves laparoscopic performance on many exercises as
scored by the virtual reality simulator and could therefore be
a more accessible, realistic and cost-effective tool for those
training to become laparoscopic surgeons.
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